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REPUGNANCE, DENIAL, AND 
FEAR



• Public opinion likely to factor in 
legislative decision-making on Novel 
Beings and precursor technologies

• These debates are often emotive and 
reactionary

• Can influence policy

• Should we try to circumvent public
opinion to achieve useful regulation?



FILM, FICTION, AND FRIGHTENING IMAGERY

• Endless media controversies
• ‘three-parent babies’
• human cloning
• genetically modified organisms
• He Janqui affair
• IVF
• etc…

• Usually weaponizing dystopic fiction

• Fiction allegories not always bad- we do this too!







• Almost always negative portrayals

• Should we even be surprised that 
people fear many emerging 
technologies?

• Presentation becoming endemic and 
habitual

STEERING PERCEPTIONS



• Scientists often make serious 
efforts to control the narrative

• IVF- Steptoe, Edwards, 
Purdy, Bavister

• Seen as unnatural,
threatening to make the
mother obsolete…

• 10 years of promoting as
fulfilling a ‘medical need’

• From ‘disturbing’ in 1968 to 
‘Superbabe’ in 1978

• ~10m births to date!



REPUGNANCE, DENIAL, AND FEAR

• The future is uncertain!
• Novel beings threaten Homo sapiens’ dominant status!

• Maybe repugnance, denial, fear are unsurprising…

• ‘Yuck factor’- ‘wisdom of repugnance’
• Fear of loss?
• Xenophobia?

• We know better… but…

• The desire to protect ourselves is understandable (sometimes)



• But should we be worried?
• Negative language

infiltrates policy spheres
• Eg- UK Mitochondrial 

Replacement Therapy 
debates 2014-15
• ‘Three parent babies’ 

in UK House of 
Commons debates



• Prejudice can easily enter science policy

• “The law, most of us would agree, should be society’s protection against prejudice. That 
does not imply that emotions play no legitimate role in legal affairs, for often emotions help 
people to see a situation clearly, doing justice to the concerns that ought to be addressed.”
• Martha Nussbaum, ‘Danger to Human Dignity: the Revival of Disgust and Shame in the Law’ (2004) 50(48)  The 

Chronicle Review B6

• Disgust/ repugnance are occasionally legitimate... but often unacceptable jurisprudence.
• Eg- criminalisation of homosexuality

• Rarely a good guide in social change!



NOVEL BEINGS, NOT-SO-NOVEL ATTITUDES
• It is up to us to decide how to act
• There is likely to be shared

ground between us and Novel
Beings…
• … even if we collectively do 

not recognise it
• We have perfect existing

examples- Sandra, Cecilia, 
Happy…



• High stakes- comfort in repugnance, denial, and fear

• The ‘other’ is a threat and the media have papers to sell

• But we must remember the benefits of controversial 
science
• IVF, MRT

• We can no longer rely on these old attitudes to form 
policy

• We have a great responsibility as the stewards of 
scientific progress


